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 Bratislava: The figures of the school year 2014-2015 

 Bratislava: Report of the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance 

 Bratislava: Shortage of skilled workers 

 Prague: From next year the minimum penalties for those who resort to illegal workers is 

going to decrease 

 Prague: The government has decided to increase the minimum wage from 2015 

 Prague: Incoming funds in 2015 for the improvement of roads 

 Prague: Soon the Czech Republic will access the European fund for the aid of the needy 

 

*** 
 

Budapest: According to a survey by Manpower, approximately 10% of Hungarian 
companies expected to result in recruitment of staff within the fourth quarter of this 
year, while 7% is preparing to carry out layoffs. The survey was conducted among 
750 companies and highlights the fact that 80% of employers do not plan any 
changes for this year. 

*** 

Budapest: The daily Napi Gazdaság recently wrote that in the first half of the year 
about a third of the electricity consumed in Hungary came from imports. In 2013, 
according to the newspaper, the imported electricity covered 26% of household 
consumption, 18% in 2012. 

*** 

Budapest: In a recent interview with the right-wing daily Magyar Nemzet, the 
Minister of National Economy Mihály Varga said that families with two children can 
count, for 2015, a doubling of the tax deductions. The conservative government 
currently in power underlines the fact that it already introduced tax relief for 
families after winning the 2010 elections. Also according to the executive about 
300,000 parents will benefit from the deductions provided for next year. The 
minister added that the total income of families with two children will increase from 
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55 billion to 61 billion. The measure, he added, will be applied to the families who 
pay the taxes. 

*** 

Budapest: Electoral climate in Hungary for the local elections that have been set to 
October 12. The rating is finalized to the election of mayors and councilors 
throughout the country. There is, however, to say that several towns have not found 
any candidate for mayor, in others there are fewer candidates than four years ago. 
The reason for what is happening is determined, according to the observers, by the 
increasingly widespread disaffection in the country towards politics. The mayor of 
Budapest István Tarlos, expression of the Conservative government, will have nine 9 
opponents. Polls give favorite Fidesz of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán. 
 

*** 

Budapest: The NGOs Oekotars Demnet, that are engaged in the distribution of funds 
from Norway have been incriminated. The two organizations have been engaged in 
the activity in question due to an agreement with the EU. They were attacked by the 
government and defined by the Prime Minister Orbán groups "paid by foreigners". 
The allegations of the executive was followed by the prosecution for unauthorized 
financial activity. In April the Hungarian government had taken a stand against the 
Norwegian authorities and intimate to this latter not to distribute funds through 
NGOs but through government agencies. The Scandinavian country, however 
rejected the injunction. 

*** 

Bratislava: At the beginning of September, more than 3,300 elementary and 
secondary schools have opened their doors to approximately 702,000 students. The 
new school year has  announced a number of changes including entrance exams for 
secondary school, the date for the national test in mathematics and Slovak and the 
rules on social scholarships. According to the SITA agency there would be 439,000 
children who attend the elementary schools, including 54,000 new arrivals. 223,000 
young people follow the lessons in the secondary schools and in high schools and 
35,000 enrollments in special elementary and secondary schools. There are more 
stringent rules regarding the admission in secondary schools and high schools. The 
measures provided by the former Minister of Education Mr Dušan Čaplovič foresaw 
to admit to grammar schools only students with an average of 2.0 points over the 
last three years prior while the secondary vocational schools admit only students 
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with an average of more than 2.75. The ministry is also introducing new disciplines 
in secondary schools such as fire prevention and environmental protection. 

*** 
Bratislava: The European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) has 
published a report on Slovakia, which refers to some progress but also to a number 
of unresolved issues related to the integration of Roma communities.  
The report praised Slovakia for the adoption of legislative measures to prevent racial 
and ethnic discrimination. In addition, it considers satisfactory the fact that the 
Ombudsman plays an active role in the fight against discrimination. 
The ECRI report, however, argues that the rhetoric of anti-minority is still common 
among politicians as well as common expressions are derogatory towards 
individuals with alternative sexual orientation. 
ECRI recommends that the Slovak Republic completes the reform of the Slovak 
National Centre for Human Rights in order to ensure effective implementation of 
anti-discrimination law. ECRI has also drawn criticism for the housing situation of the 
Roma community and for the segregation of children in the school system. The TASR 
agency wrote that the institution urges Slovakia to create a mechanism for the 
collection of data on individual expressions of hatred and xenophobia and to make 
known to the public incidents related to these phenomena. The report was drawn 
up following a visit to Slovakia in November of 2013 and reflected the developments 
in this field until last March. ECRI is an organ of the Council of Europe that deals with 
human rights and is composed of a group of independent experts who study the 
phenomena of racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism, intolerance and discrimination. 

*** 
 
Bratislava:  Despite the double-digit unemployment rate in Slovakia and the 
presence of 380,000 people out of work, companies find a lot of difficulties on filling 
vacancies, particularly those that require technical expertise. Employers complain 
about the shortage of specialists with a diploma from high school or tertiary 
education. According to experts and employers one of the causes of the shortage of 
skilled workers is the unsatisfactory state of the education system. It seems that 
finding skilled labor in certain fields takes often takes several months, sometimes 
even more than a year.  According to recruitment agencies it is particularly difficult 
to find computer programmers and operators, welders, electricians. The other 
figures of which the labor market needs are: engineers, accountants, auditors, 
project managers, doctors and hospital staff. 

*** 
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Prague: Labour inspectors can now impose fines less onerous against businesses 
that use illegal workers. The minimum penalties were of 250 thousand crowns 
before the Constitutional Court changed the system by deleting the minimum limit 
that will be, from the beginning of next year, 50,000 crowns. 
 

*** 
 

Prague:  Despite the concerns of the companies, the Czech government decided to 
increase the monthly minimum wage from 8,500 to 9,200 crowns. The increase will 
come into force on 1 January 2015. The announcement was made by Prime Minister 
Bohuslav Sobotka. The hourly compensation of workers will increase from 50.60 
kroner to 55 kroner for each hour of work performed. According to the 
entrepreneurs the government's decision will have negative effects especially in the 
areas of wood, leather and textile industries whose companies will be forced to lay 
off if they want to adapt to the changes. For comparison we add that the minimum 
wage in Poland amount to the equivalent of 11,000 crowns per month. 
Let's go back to the Czech Republic to take into consideration the education sector: 
according to the OECD teacher salaries with 15 years of work are equivalent to 
about half the average of the countries members of the organization. OECD data 
refer to the school year 2011-2012. 
One interesting fact related to the labor market: according to Eurostat the Czech 
Republic is one of nine European countries in which the number of highly skilled 
workers who settle in the country is greater than the ones of those who leave the 
country. Not so happy it is, from this point of view, the situation in Romania, 
Slovakia and Poland. 
 

*** 
Prague:  Transport Minister Antonin Prachar announced that in 2015 the Czech 
regions will receive billions of crowns from the State for the improvement of 
regional roads. The minister added that the country will get more European funds 
for the modernization of rail transport. Meanwhile, however, the Czech government 
admits that the country's ability to make effective use of the financial resources 
made available by the EU continues to be unsatisfactory. According to the Ministry 
of Regional Development which manages the European programs, this year the 
Czech Republic is in danger of not being able to take advantage of 33 billion crowns. 

*** 
 
Prague: In the coming years, the Czech Republic will begin to use the economic 
resources of the Fund for European aid designed to help the needy (FEAD). The 
country is expected to receive a sum equal to 572 million crowns to the 2020. The 
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operational program was recently approved by the government. The amount 
provided will help the population forced to face the problem of poverty. Meanwhile, 
the population of the Czech Republic appears to be a slight increase compared to 
2013. In the first six months of this year the population of the country was 
10,521,600 inhabitants, 9,200 more than the population of the end of 2013. The 
increase is due mainly to foreigners that have settled in the country: 22,900 
compared to the 14,900 who left him. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

*** 
 

Sources: NOL, Napi Gazdaság, SITA, TASR, Ceske Noviny, CTK, E 15, IDNES, La Pagina, 
Pravo, Respekt 
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